JANE RUSSELL GETS FRANK WEIR
Opens at Princes Theatre Sept. 26th

Sixteen Piece Band

ERIC TANN BACK FROM AUSTRALIA
BRONZE and blue eyes second to none, Eric Tann is the latest Australian import to enter the musical arena. He has returned from Australia with a reputation of being one of the most talented and versatile performers on the continent. Since his arrival in Canada, Tann has been working on new material and is preparing for a successful career in the musical world.

THE KOPPENROBS

JANET RUSSELL GETS FRANK WEIR DEEP DOWN AT THE JAZZ JAMBOREE

HENRY HALL DONS THE PAINT

VAUGHAN ARRIVES AND GOES TO ITALY

ERIC TANN

TOO WHIT TOO WHOO

THE NEW BAND FOR THE "QUEEN MARY"

N.D.B.C. GRAND FINAL

EXTENSION FOR NORMAN

Now they’re playing it by popular DEMAND!

TOO WHIT TOO WHOO FOR CONCERT AND BALLAD SINGERS IN ALL THE WORLD

BILLY REID PUBLICATIONS

166 Clarice Cross Rd, London, W.C.3
Telephone: TEMple Bar 3311
Our critic Malcom Rayment spent one week at the 1949 Summer School. He describes his experiences in this interesting article entitled "A Musical Holiday".
NATIONAL DANCE BAND CHAMPIONSHIP

1949 AREA CHAMPIONS

NORTHERN ENGLAND AREA CHAMPIONSHIP (Tyneside Area) AREA FINAL

EMPRESS BALLROOM, WINTER GARDENS, BLACKPOOL.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

LARGE BANDS


NATIONAL DANCE BAND CHAMPIONSHIP OF GREAT BRITAIN.

1949 NATIONAL DANCE BAND CHAMPIONSHIP OF GREAT BRITAIN.

GRAND FINALS

EMPRESS BALLROOM, WINTER GARDENS, BLACKPOOL.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

ARMS CHAMPIONSHIPS

NORTHERN ENGLAND AREA CHAMPIONSHIP (Tyneside Area) AREA FINAL

EMPRESS BALLROOM, WINTER GARDENS, BLACKPOOL.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

LARGE BANDS


JAZZ IN THE DUMPS


Eddie Mendoza On Tour

Ed Mendoza and his orchestra have just completed a successful six-week tour of the States which took them from Kansas City to New York. They have been particularly popular on the west coast where they have received a warm welcome from the fans. The tour has been a great success and the band has been well received everywhere. 

Radio Diary

The Radio Diary is the weekly feature where we bring you the latest news and events in the world of radio. This week, we have a special segment on the upcoming National Dance Band Championship. The competition promises to be intense, with top bands from across the country vying for the title. We'll have more details on the participants and the schedule in tomorrow's edition.

Classified Announcements

If you have any classified ads or announcements, please send them to our venue. We look forward to hearing from you. 

EDMUND SMITH

MUSICAL EXPRESS

SATURDAY 10 SEPTEMBER 1949

JAZZ AND THE ANGELUS WAS RINGING, and I LOVE YOU SO MUCH.